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Country SNB Members

Austria Willi STOCKL
Belgium Mireille VAN DEN BROECK
Bulgaria Svetla IVANOVA
Croatia Mario PETKOVIC

              Czech Republic Petr SLEPANEK
Denmark Anders FRISENDAL
Estonia Rome TIKAS
Finland Milja KANKAANPAA
France Alia IASSAMEN / Sébastien DUCROS / Patrice VAN LOOY

Germany Andreas SESTERHENN / Kai FROEB
Greece Basileios DROSOS

Hungary Laszlo TAKACS

Ireland Olivera CASSIDY

Italy Patrizia CIRINO
Lithuania N/A

  Luxembourg Rachid DIKER
  Netherlands Mandy METTEN

Poland Maciej SIKORA / Edyta SZYMKIEWICZ
Portugal Fatima SERRAO
Romania Claudia HOARCA

Slovakia Ingrid RAMPASEKOVA

Spain Inmaculada ABAD BENITEZ / Maria Aranzazu MARTIN GARCIA

Sweden Jonas LOFLING
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Messages from SNB members

auStria BElgiuM
Dear Hellmut,

I would like to express my gratitude for all 
the help, advice, guidance and knowledge 
you gave us and shared with us.
Without you, there would not have been an 
agreement as meaningful as the one we 
agreed upon now.
I really hope being able to work with you 
again in the future ! 
Wishing you all the best,  Mireille



Messages from SNB members

Bulgaria crOatia

Dear Hellmut,
Thank you for your help, support, 
encouragement and patience.
We wish you all the best in your 
future work!

Danijela & Mario



Messages from SNB members

czEch rEpuBlic
Dear Hellmut, thank you for your 
excellent cooperation on our joint 
mission. I especially appreciate the 
factual and thoughtful speech, the 
calm voice and all the advice we 
received during the negotiations! 
Regards, Petr.

DEnMark
Dear Hellmut,
You are an EXPERT indeed; without 
you we would have been lost and 
never would have obtained an 
agreement of this quality despite the 
compromises done.
Looking forward to have you as our 
expert in the future!
THANKS!!!!



Messages from SNB members

EStOnia
Dead Hellmut,
As I’m a new person in SEC ( and of course in 
SNB as well), it was pleasure work with you and 
have 1h “lunch 1to1 session” in Paris. Got a lot 
new information and inspiration from you side. 
Thank you for your support!

Kind regards,
Rome Tikas

FinlanD
I don’t think we can ever thank you enough for 
the help, support and guidance you gave to us 
during the never-ending negotiations. You are 
truly our hero in disguise!! Thank you Hellmut!
- Milja



Messages from SNB members

FrancE
Un grand merci à vous Hellmut.
This was a great achievement and you 
helped us to defend fundamental points 
and running these difficult negotiations. 
It was really interesting working with 
you. 
Danke. Sebastien Ducros

gErMany
Danke Helmut!
Danke für deine Hilfe, 
sowohl was den Inhalt angeht, wie auch
deine Unterstützung in der 
Verhandlungsführung
aber auch uns selbst zu organisieren. 
Wir wünschen dir alles Gute und hoffen, 
auf deine Unterstützung auch in Zukunft 
zählen zu können.
Andreas&Kai



Messages from SNB members

grEEcE
Dear Hellmut,
Thanks for your Expert guidance and 
support as to be able to reach this 
agreement . Especially the mental 
calmness that you brought to all of us 
during this long run.

Looking forward to see you again either 
within SEC or!
Ευχαριστώ!

hungary
Dear Helmut,

We want to thank you on behalf of all Hungarian 
employees your high-level support during the 
whole process. I’m pretty sure without your 
support reaching our goal would have become 
inaccessible.

Our greatest possible recognition is yours.

Kind Regards,
László and Gábor



Messages from SNB members

irElanD
Dear Hellmut,

Many thanks for all the support and advice that 
you have given us, without you we wouldn’t 
have a signed agreement. You have always 
stood by us and have always been committed to 
giving us your best support.

Regards,

Olivera

italy
Dear Hellmut

my great appreciation for your cooperation, without 
you we wouldn’t be here with an agreement signed.

You never gave up on us and have been always 
committed to support our work at your best.

Grazie from my heart for all positive advices you have 
provided.

Hope we will work again with you."



Messages from SNB members

luxEMBOurg nEthErlanDS

Dear Hellmut

Thank you much for your guidance 
and cooperation, you really made 
a difference. It was exciting till the 
end, but we made it and with 
good results. Thank you and until 
we meet again!



Messages from SNB members
pOlanD

pOrtugal



Messages from SNB members

rOMania
Our new contract would have never 
been possible without Helmut! One 
more evidence that having the 
appropriate advisor is also an important 
and decisive part when negotiating. 
We’ve smiled and cried together during 
the whole process, and I am honored 
that you were our mentor. I personally 
am very grateful to have also met you in 
person and to be able to learn from 
your extended experience.
A big THANK YOU Helmut!
Claudia Hoarca

SlOvakia
Danke Hellmut for your help, 
professionality and eternal patience. 
My respect for your “self-control”. 
Ingrid



Messages from SNB members

Spain SwEDEn

Dear Hellmut,
I really appreciate the dedication 
and professionalism you brought 
into the negotiations, not only are 
you extremely knowledgeable in 
these areas, but you are also very 
humble and trustworthy.
Many thanks, Jonas Löfling
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